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This is my second year at La San, and I must say, it’s my favorite summer school. 

This year, I was expecting the same routine as last year, but I was so wrong. This year, 

most of my friends weren’t here. However, I made more friends though, and thought of it 

as last year. When I heard there would be no La San next year, I thought, where will I go? 

I couldn’t bear to think I had to go somewhere else, where I’d be the new girl again. 

There’s always 2014 to come back to though. 

 

Well, when I arrived at La San I was late… again! So I ran into the chapel to get 

all my supplies I needed for the La San year, greeted my friends, and as always, watched 

Bible Movies. Bible Movies are very interesting since the words of the bible come to life 

through animation. 5
th 

and 6
th

 graders watch Bible Movies with us too. After Bible 

Movies, Thay Hung would always quiz us on either the Bible Movies, or Catholic stuff.  

  

After we watch the interesting Bible Movies, we go to song class. In song class, 

Thay Hung and Thay Anthony teach us Vietnamese songs and English songs too. Most of 

the songs are about Jesus or God, but they’re still fun to sing to. Some songs that we have 

to sing come with a dance. We even do boys versus girls singing contest with our lovely 

judges:  Vincent, Eric, and Charles. 

  

Virtue Movies are the next best thing. Virtue Movies is about a talking buffalo 

named Plato, who teaches two kids named Annie and Zach to have good virtues by 

telling them stories of people who had those virtues. Through these stories, we also learn 

the virtues. It’s just wonderful. 

  

After Virtue Movies, we have our lunch, made by Soeur Thu, which is super 

tasty! She makes every lunch different. For example, we enjoy spaghetti, soup, hotdogs, 

fried rice, and many more dishes! Each and every day I expect something wonderful. 

  

After lunch, we have our 3 classes: Study/Art, Computer, and Swimming time. 

The first subject I’ll tell you about is Study/Art. During Study, we research our topic for 

our debate. After we do our research, Co Trang tells us which group debates and they get 

ready to debate on the subject. In study, we also have math sheets to work on. In art, we 

make hand craft things with the help of Co Cecile and Soeur Ha. We make friendship 

bracelets, pencil cups, and more. Art and study are both good classes to learn crafting 

skills and school skills.  

  

Then we would have our computer class. Computer class is when we edit 

assigned photos for the yearbook. After we edit all the pictures, we give them to Frere 

Thanh so he can put it all together, and then our part of the yearbook is done! We also 

have free time, which is when we can play games on the computer. 

  



And last of all is swim time. We go into the pool to relax, swim, and play games. 

Two of the games that we play are water polo and volleyball. In my opinion, water polo 

is more fun since it has more action. Swim time is just a time when you can have fun in 

the water. 

  

Well that’s the average La San day. It’s really fun here. There’s a lot great things, 

like Friday Games (where we compete in groups in fun games). Also, at the end of the 

year we go to Raging Waters! That’s the whole La San experience. I love it here! 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 


